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Abstract 

The major functions and implementation of the software ERES are intro
duced. The ERES is developed for nuclear data compilation in EXFOR format, 
running on IBM-PC / XT or IBM-PC / AT. 

EXFOR ( Exchange FORmat ) is the format for the exchange of experi
mental neutron data accepted by four neutron data centers in the world. 

Introduction 

EXFOR ( Exchange FORmat ) is the international unified format for the 
exchange of experimental neutron data accepted by four neutron data centers in 
the world in 1970, now this EXFOR format was not only used for the exchange 
of experimental neutron data in the four centers with magnetic tape or diskette, 
but also used for the storage and retrieval system of experimental neutron data 
in some nuclear data centers. Four neutron nuclear data centers are responsible 
in the collection, compilation and dissemination of experimental neutron data 
in EXFOR in their responsibility area. 

EXFOR—computerized exchange format is a convenient and flexible 
format for describing experimental numerical data and related bibliographic in
formation which is necessary to understand the experimental nuclear data. 
EXFOR format has a set of strict syntax rules. 

For the convenience of the compilation and exchange of experimental 
neutron data in the countries of the third world, a PC software system, so—cal
led ERES(EXFOR Edit System), has been developed, the functions of ERES 
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includes EXFOR experimental neutron data editing, check and retrieval. 

1 Summary of ERES 

1.1 Description of EXFOR Format 

EXFOR exchange magnetic tape contains a number of entries, each EN
TRY is divided into several subentries, each SUBENTRY consists of three sec
tions, i. e. bibliography or description information ( BIB ), COMMON data 
and DATA table. 

Therefore, the format of EXFOR data tape can be shown as follows: 

TAPE ENTRY SUBENT 

TRANS 

ENTRY1 

ENTRYn 

ENDTRANS 

ENTRY 

SUBENT 1 

SUBENTn 

ENDENTRY 

SUBENT 

BIB 

COMMON 

DATA 

ENDSUBENT 

Each ENTRY, SUBENTRY and DATA item has certain syntax and phys
ical significance, for the detail please refer to Ref. [1]. 

1.2 The Main Functions and Characteristics of ERES 

The main functions of ERES are as follow: 
. To compile experimental neutron data in EXFOR format with PC; 
. To check the format correctness; 
. To modify the errors; 
. To generate a correct EXFOR entry; 
. To retrieve the EXFOR data by ENTRY, SUBENTRY accession num

ber or reaction type. 
This ERES software system has some characteristics, such as excellent user 

interface, convenience of operation and good reliability etc. 
For editing a new EXFOR data entry, the following input mode can be 

adopted: 
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RECORD:1 

1 — 10 11 12 — 22 23 — 33 34 ••• 44 45 ••• 55 56 ••• 66 

According to the requirement of EXFOR format, each record is divided in
to seven fields, for the ENTRY, SUBENT number and date, they can be input 
in the beginning of corresponding field, the ERES can automatically justified 
right, for the statistic value, for example, NI, N2 in the record with EXFOR 
system identifier, they need not be input and can be automatically generated by 
ERES system. 

The special keyword for EXFOR format includes system identifier and in
formation keyword, such as,ENTRY, SUBENT, REFERENCE and REAC
TION etc.. In order to raise the input speed and reduce the input errors, this 
software system provides an input mode of keyword abbreviation. In general, 
the abbreviation consists of a star symbol ( * ) and first two characters of the 
keyword, for example, when * ES is entered and press " RETURN" key, the 
ERES system can automatically convert it into ENDSUBENT. If incorrect ab
breviation sign is entered, the arrow remains in original position, then the cor
rect one can be entered again. 

In order to help the users, the suspending service program for keyword ab
breviation contrast table is written in assembly language. After starting the sys
tem, press two "SHIFT" keys simultaneously at any time for activation, the 
keyword abbreviation will be displayed on the screen, press any key, the screen 
return to the original state. 

The functions of CHECK program in this system is quite complete, and 
basically achieve the requirements presented in Ref. [1]. This software has quite 
quick at operation, strong capability of toleration error and powerful protective 
measure, under any menu, type "0" ( zero ), return to main menu. 

In ERES system, the master control program and editing, retrieval 
programs are written in FOXBASE+ , check program is written in IBM-PC 
FORTRAN, and input help program of keywords abbreviation is written in as
sembler. 

1.3 Environment of ERES Operation 

This software can be operated on the PC IBM / XT, IBM / AT or compat
ible ones, the required software and hardware environment are: 

. 640 K bytes of RAM. 
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. CGA, EGA or VGA monitor. 

. 2 M byte hard disk. 

. one floppy disk driver 5 4 - " , high density. 

. DOS 3.0 or higher version. 

2 General Design of ERES 

2.1 The Design for Master Control Program of ERES 

General control block diagram of ERES are as follows: 

' ' 
Return 

START 

' 

display initial picture 

t 

definition function key 

definition panel color 

display main menu 

Edit Check 

| 

. 

Retrieve List . Trans Advance 

Select menu by using arrow 

Exit 

Return to corresponding subsystem 

Return to main menu 

The significance of some major block in above block diagram: 
. RETURN Come back FOXBASE+system 
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. EDIT Edit subsystem 

. CHECK Check subsystem, checking EXFOR data file and generating 
error message file; processing dictionaries and generating special dictionaries 
files for used in ERES system 

. RETRIEVE Retrieval subsystem 

. LIST Display, modify EXFOR data file and error information file with 
extension ".TXT". 

. TRANSFER Convert the file type, i. e. the file with extension ".DBF" 
and ".TXT" can be converted each other 

. ADVANCE Generating the necessary information for EXFOR data file 

. EXIT Exit FOXBASE+ system, return to DOS 

2.2 Major Module Analysis 

According to the functions, ERES can be divided into three subsystem: 
EDIT, CHECK and RETRIEVE. 

1) EDIT Subsystem 
The functions of this subsystem includes INPUT, OUTPUT, MODIFY 

and MERGE etc.. 
(1) Data Input 
ERES system provides an excellent environment for EXFOR data input, i. 

e. data can be input by using a convenience input mode, it can reduce the input 
errors, in the course of input process, press FIO key, input can be stopped and 
data file is saved in disk. Users can establish a new EXFOR data file, but also 
can add some records to existing EXFOR file by using this system. 

When users input a file name for establishing a new file, system can check 
and show you whether this file exist, if it has existed, ERES will remind you 
whether the old file will be overlaid. 

(2) Data Output 
For an existed EXFOR data file, ERES system can output it in whole, part 

or by SU BENT number, users can select whether the output result goes to 
printer. If a file is selected which does not exist, the system can indicate the error 
and list all existed EXFOR files in current disk. 

(3) Modify Data and Merge Files 
For an existed EXFOR data file, it can be deleted, modified, inserted by us

ing this system, there are two modification modes: man—machine interactive 
and full-screen editing, the EXFOR data file also can be deleted by SUBENT 
number. 

Users can merge several EXFOR data files into one EXFOR transmission 
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tape and generate the necessary information by using this system. 
2) Design of CHECK Program 
The important part of ERES system is checking the correctness for a 

EXFOR data file, the CHECK program ( about 7000 lines ) is written in 
IBM-PC FORTRAN, it is similar to the compile system of high-level 
language, but hasn't the phase of generating object code. This program includes 
mainly the following parts: 

(1) Morphology Analysis 
The correctness of keywords and system identifiers can be checked. In 

many cases the table processing method were adopted. 
(2) Syntax Analysis 
According to the EXFOR format, the syntax correctness, for example, the 

correctness of preceding record and the following record for a system identifier 
can be checked. 

(3) Code Check 
If the keyword needs to have code, then the code can be analyzed and 

checked, the code also can be searched whether it exist in corresponding dic
tionary. 

(4) Data Check 
The DATA-HEADING and DATA-UNIT in the COMMON and DA

TA section and their match relation are checked. 
(5) Errors Processing 
When syntax errors were detected, this system can indicate the error in

formation and its location, and save the error information into a corresponding 
file, and the influence from the errors can be limited into minimum. 

Since there are many items to be checked, so the program is quite complex, 
for the convenience of test and maintenance, the program was divided into sev
eral module according to the functions. 

3) Module Analysis 
The structure of the module is shown in the following flow chart: 
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Main Control Module E(l) 

<f \f 

BIB 

Sub-Ml 

E (3) 

E (3M) 

BIB 

Sub-M2 

E (4) 

E (4M) 

REACTION 

Proc. 

Module 

E(5) 

E (5M) 

\> \ i >> ' • 

DATA 

Proc. 

Module 

E (6) 

E (6M) 

COMMON 

Proc. 

Module 

E(7) 

E (7M) 

UNIT and 

HEADING 

Proc. 

E (8) 

E (8M) 

Common 

Sub-M 

E (2) 

E (2M) 

ENDBIB 

Proc. 

Module 

E (9) 

E (9M) 

Where E(IM) I = 2, •••, 9 correspond to the test part of each module. 
The steps of test are as follows: 
. E(2) + E(2M) 
. E(I) + E(IM) + E(2) 
.DEO) I = 3 , - , 9, / = l , - , 9 
Taking into account the convenient of test and maintenance, the compact 

degree of the program is enhanced and the coupling degree is decreased as much 
as possible in the design of the program. 

4) Retrieval Sub-System 
The system has many kinds of functions for EXFOR data retrieval. It can 

be done according to the number of ENTRY and SUBENTRY and also ac
cording to COMMON, DATA, BIB items etc. The retrieved data are stored in 
a file. If an ENTRY or SUBENTRY, which is not in the given file, is required, 
the system will give out an error message and list all ENTRY or SUBENTRY 
numbers, which can be selected as reference. 

3 Some Technical Problems in the Program Design 

3.1 Dictionary Processing 
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The all keyword and code descriptions used in the EXFOR system are in
cluded in the system dictionary. According to the features, the dictionary is di
vided into 40 sub-dictionaries. 

The structure of each sub-dictionary is as follows: 

The first record DICTION No. 
Information 

The last record ENDDICTION 

There are complete information and more description for the dictionary 
got from NDS / IAEA, so more hard disc space is needed. Therefore the dic
tionary is processed as follows to save disk space and to enhance the looking up 
speed. 

1) Cut some information, which are not used in the program. 
2) Arrange in alphabetical order for each sub-dictionary, produce a new 

dictionary DICT.TXT and a index file DICM.TXT, which is used to store the 
start position and the length. The record length of the dictionary DIC0.TXT 
is L and L = max { a¡ : i = 1, 2, •••, JV }, where a¡ is the length of i-th 
sub-dictionary, and N is the total number of the sub—dictionaries. 

In the check program , the files DIC0.TXT and DICM.TXT are opened in 
direct access mode, the statement for this is: 

OPEN ( 2, FILE = 'DIC0.TXT', status = 'old ' , access = 'direct ' , 
FORM = 'FORMATTED', RECL = 50) 

( Where, RECL = 50 means that record length of DIC0.TXT is defined as 
50). 

Only 347 KB hard disc space is needed to store new dictionary DIC0.TXT, 
which save more than 500 KB comparing with original one. 

In the check program, DIC0.TXT is put into a array, so that the number of 
access with hard disk can be decreased in the program running. For looking up 
some dictionary code, give out the code and the sub-dictionary number, which 
the code is in, first the start position and the length of this sub-dictionary are 
found, then it is looked up in a half and half way. In this method, only at most 
l+log2n times of comparisons need to be done for looking up one code ( n is 
the dictionary length ). 

3.2 Character Processing 
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In the program, most of operations are processing characters, including 
taking sub-string, character string conjunction, merging, dividing and trans
forming between character string and numerical value. 

Example 1: In the program, there are statements 
CHARACTER STR1 * 4,STR2 * 5,STR3 * 10 
STR3="ABCDEFGHF 
(1) Take sub-string 
one way with character assignment statement is: 
STR1 = STR3(1:4) 
STR2 = STR3 (5:9) 
another way with READ statement is: 
READ ( STR3, '(A4.A5) ' ) STR1, STR2 
The same results STR1 = "ABCD", STR2 = "EFGHI" are got in the two 

ways. 
(2) Character string conjunction and merging 
one way with character assignment statement is: 
STR3(1:4) = STR1 
STR3 (5:10) = STR2 
another way with WRITE statement is: 
WRITE ( STR3, '(A4,A5) ' ) STR1, STR2 . 
The same results are got in the two ways, that is STR1 and STR2 are 

conjoined and stored in STR3. 
(3) The exchange between character string and numeric 
It is often needed in the analyzing EXFOR data to exchange between char

acter string and numeric. 
(3.1) Transform numeric to character string 
Example 2: 
REAL Rl 
CHARACTER STR * 10, CH * 2 
Rl = 12.34 
I = 56 
WRITE ( STR, '(F10.2)' )R1 
WRITE(CH, ' ( I2) ' ) I 
After running, STR = "12.34", CH = «56" 
(3.2) Transform character string to numeric 
Example 3: 
INTEGER YEAR, MONTH, DAY 
REALR1,R2 
CHARACTER * 2 DATE * 6, STR1, STR2, STR3, STR * 8 
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DATE = "921020" 
STR = "12.34" 
READ (DATE, '(12,12,12)') YEAR, MONTH, DAY 
READ(STR,'(F8.2)')R1 
After running,YEAR = 92, MONTH = 10, DAY = 20, Rl = 12.34 
Note: when character data are transformed to numerical data, only the 

first character can be "+" or "-" in the character string, the others must be 
numbers 0~ 9. While numeric to character, the defined length of the character 
string must be larger than or equal to the length of numerical data to be trans
formed. Otherwise the error message will appear: 

? Error: Operation error in run time 

3.3 Reaction Check 

Keyword REACTION is used to define the data under the data heading 
"DATA", "RATIO" and "SUM" etc. in DATA section. 
In a "REACTION" section, there may be a single reaction unit or reaction 

unit combination ( more than two reaction unit ). 
For example 
® (51-SB-123(N,G)51-Sb-124-Ml+M2/T„SIG/SUM/RAT) 
<D ( (92-U-235(N,F)„SIG ) /.( 79-AU-197(N,G)79-AU-198„SIG ) ) 
1) Reaction Formula 
To check "REACTION", it is expressed in BNF Backus Normal Form as 

follows: 
<REACTION> = <REACTION unit>| <REACTION unit><sepa

ration symbol > < REACTION unit > 
< separation symbol > == + | — | x | / 
< REACTION unit > = ( reaction, quantity, data-type ) 
< reaction > = SF1(SF2,SF3)SF4 
< quantity > = ( SF5, SF6, SF7, SF8 ) 
< data-type > = SF9 
Therefore 
< REACTION unit> = <SF1(SF2,SF3) SF4, SF5, SF6, SF7, SF8, SF9> 
Where SF1 — target nuclide, SF2 — incident particle ( more detail, see 

Ref.PD . 
2) Reaction Processing 
It is done in two steps to checkthe reaction in grammar. Firstly, the code is 

analyzed, check the parentheses, and find the start position of the reaction unit. 
Secondly, check each reaction unit in grammar. Here only explain how it works 
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for the first step. 
From the reaction formula, the status transformation chart can be drawn, 

and the status matrix can be got, then the grammar checking program can be 
written from status matrix and transformation table. 

From the reaction constitution elements, the input symbols can be divided 
into four types: 

( — left parenthesis, reaction unit start mark. 
) — right parenthesis, reaction unit end mark. 
S — separation mark, + - x / = 
A — reaction mark, numbers 0—9 and alphabets A ~ Z and comma etc.. 
The read marks are processed in the program as follows: 
When left parenthesis "(" is met, the parentheses account number is added 

1, and 1 is subtracted from it for right parenthesis " )" . When the separation 
marks are met, they are treated differently: read next one if it is in reaction for
mula, change status if it is reaction combination separation mark, and write 
down its start position if it is the first reaction mark. 

In summary, five kinds of status can be divided for reaction grammar ana
lyzing : 

50 — start status. 
51 — a new reaction unit is met. 
52 — left parenthesis is met, and the reaction goes ahead one stage. 
53 — right parenthesis is met, the reaction comes back one stage 
54 — separation mark 
55 — the first letter in the A is met. 
SO and SI are regarded as one status SI. A status matrix table is got, which 

describes the situation when the reaction status meets different reaction marks: 

Status matrix tabic 

Input Mark 

( 

) 

S 

A 

SI 

S2 

E 

E 

E 

S2 

S2 

E 

E 

S3 

Status 

S3 

S4 

S5 

S3 

S3 

S4 

E 

S3 

S4 

S4 

S5 

E 

S5 

SI 

E 

Where E means that some status meets illegal mark. For example, SI is 
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transformed to S2 if it meets "(", but which is wrong if it meets ")", this is error 
status E ____^ 

SI 

( 

) 

S2 

E 

In order to process the transformation of status matrix table, five numbers 
are used, the meaning of them are as the following: 

1. error processing 
2. go ahead one stage 
3. come back one stage 
4. process for meeting 
5. write down the start position, when the first mark of the reaction unit is 

met. 
If the number in the parentheses counter is not zero at last, it means that 

the parentheses are not in pairs. 

Go to table 

( 

) 

s 
A 

SI 

2 

1 

1 

1 

S2 

2 

1 

1 

5 

S3 

1 

3 

1 

1 

S4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

S5 

1 

3 

4 

1 

It makes the program structure tight and the level clear to process reaction 
formula by using status matrix method. 
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